
Brad Bosworth has a need for speed. A career welder and a  
life-long racing enthusiast, he paid a visit to Bonneville  
SpeedWeek at the Bonneville Salt Flats Race Track in Utah  
in 2009. By the end of the seven-day racing meet, he’d caught  
the itch to build a car of his own.

Three-and-a-half years later, including more evenings and  
weekends than Bosworth would care to count, the Valley Fever 
land-speed streamliner emerged from the three-car garage at 
his home in Fresno, California. The Valley Fever is a 30-foot-long 
stretch of steel, stainless steel and aluminum. Underneath the 
chassis is a turbo-charged motorcycle engine – a Suzuki 1.4-liter, 
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650-horsepower Hyabusa engine, to be  
specific. The entire vehicle weighs in at 
about 2300 pounds, and its top speed (so 
far) is 267 miles per hour.

“It was a really big project,” says Bosworth,  
a certified welding inspector and an  
operations manager at Fresno-based  
Technicon Engineering Services, Inc.  
“I might as well have tried to build an  
airplane. I had no idea what I was biting  

The Valley Fever Streamliner and Crew at the Grand National Roadster Show exhibit in Pomona, CA.



off and getting into. It looked pretty simple at the time, but  
when I got into the fitting and fabrication and the welding  
of it all, it became very complex very quickly.”

He christened the car “Valley Fever” as a tribute to a top fuel  
dragster of the same name that he worked on as part of the  
crew at Eddie’s Speed Shop in Fresno in the 1970s. “It’s kind of  
a historical thing for some of the local people who are involved 
with our car,” he says, “because they were all involved with the  
Valley Fever top-fuel dragster nearly forty years ago.”

Bosworth did the majority of the fabrication himself, although  
his crew chief and assistant crew chief lent a hand during the  
final months to help build fenders, firewalls and a few other  
sheet metal components. The team used Lincoln Electric  
equipment at every step of the construction process.

“I used two Lincoln welders,” he says. “One was an air-cooled  
175 TIG machine, which I used at the outset of the project. I had 
owned a Square Wave 355 years ago, but I got rid of it. I should  

never have done that. But I was able to find 
another one, so I bought it. Man, I love that 
thing. That’s pretty much what I used  
on the rest of the car. So the fabrication  
of the car was pretty much a Lincoln- 
exclusive project. I just like Lincoln  
equipment. I’m kind of partial to it.”

They finished just in time to take the car 
to Bonneville SpeedWeek in 2013. Despite 
Bosworth’s rookie status in this class of  
car, both he and his vehicle performed 
“exceptionally well” at the annual summer 
event in Wendover, Utah.

“We basically had to start from zero, with 
no license at all, with a brand new car  
and a brand new driver,” says Bosworth.  
“We went through the rookie orientation, 
and went through the usual sequence of  
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A very successful first run of the Valley Fever Streamliner at Bonneville SpeedWeek 2013 at the Bonneville Salt Flats Race Track in Utah.



licensing levels…We started all the way from the lowest speed, 
which was 150 miles per hour, all the way up to more than 250 to 
get my AA license. We did it in six consecutive runs, and we upped 
the license level every time.”

Bosworth says the 267-mph pace he reached to secure the AA 
license was nowhere near the limit of the engine’s full potential. 
He’s confident that there’s plenty more power under the Valley 
Fever’s hood.

“It was a new car, so we were really trying to shake it down and  
see how it handled and make sure there were no mechanical  
issues,” he said. “So we were kind of creeping up on our speeds.  
For the AA run, I got to 267 in just third gear. We used maybe 1/3  
of the horsepower that the engine is capable of. We weren’t  
running it hard by any means.”

By the end of the time trials, both car and driver had performed 
better than Bosworth realized, according to the Southern  
California Timing Association, one of the primary organizers  
of the event. “SCTA came to me afterwards and told me that I  
was the only person, to their knowledge, in the history of the as-
sociation, who has ever come to speed week with a brand new car 
and a brand new driver and gone from no license to a AA license,” 
he says. “That was pretty exciting. I hadn’t realized that I’d done 
anything special. I was just following the directions laid out in the 
licensing procedures.”

Bosworth, a former section chairman of the AWS who just  
recently stepped down from the post, attributes much of his 
success with the Valley Fever to his 40-plus years of welding and 
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metal fabricating, combined with a similar 
number of years as a racing hobbyist.

“I’m not an engineer, and I’m not a  
welding engineer, but I have a lot of  
welding background and experience, and 
I’ve been a CWI for quite a while,” he says. 
“I enjoy TIG welding, and I enjoy teaching 
people how to do it. We’ve certified a lot  
of welders in a lot of welding procedures. 
My forte has always been TIG welding, but  
I have a lot of experience with other  
processes as well.”

Along the way, Lincoln Electric has played  
a significant role in his success. “I’ve used  
a lot of welding equipment from other 
manufacturers,” he says, “but once I  
started welding with Lincoln equipment,  
it always seemed to me that the settings 
and controls were more user-friendly. The 
soft starts on the TIG machines also made 
a big difference to me, especially when I 
was fabricating aircraft components as part 
of my own small operation for a few years.  
I was just impressed with the Lincoln 
equipment in general – the design of it  
and the way it worked.”

Bosworth and his underdog crew will be 
back at Bonneville Speed Week in August 
2014 – which happens to be the 100th  
anniversary of the event. Based on his  
experience last year, he’s confident he 
can get the Valley Fever up to 325 mph or 
faster. He hopes to celebrate the Bonneville 
centennial by setting a new record for his 
engine class.

But that’s just the beginning. The Suzuki 
engine could eventually give way to bigger 
hardware and even more power.

“This car wasn’t built for just a motorcycle 
engine,” he says. “I designed this car to 
eventually accommodate bigger motors. We 
could get into the 400-mph range and set a 
record in any of those classes. I’m confident 
that the car is capable of achieving those 
types of speeds, easily. It’s constructed well, 

Fitting, fabrication and welding of the streamliner chassis.
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it’s sturdy, and it handles well. I don’t know how long we’ll run 
this H-class motorcycle engine. Hopefully long enough to beat the 
existing record. And then maybe we’ll seek another engine partner 
who wants to see if they can set other records at Bonneville.  
Whatever happens, this car will be around for a long time.”

Driver compartment roll cage was constructed using 1-3/4 inch diameter chrome 
moly tube and welded with a Lincoln Electric TIG machine.


